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QUESTION 1

While monitoring a cluster in the cell, the administrator notices that one server in the cluster periodically loses
connections to the database. When this happens, requests to the server have a significantly decreased response time
and various error conditions are listed in the log files for the server. Since the error codes are returned quickly, the
server starts returning responses faster than the average service times for the application. Due to this, the weight for the
server is increased and a large percentage of incoming requests are being routed to the erroneous server and the
server is getting overloaded with requests. 

How can the administrator detect these conditions in the future and take action to prevent this problem? 

A. Configure the storm drain health policy. 

B. Configure the on demand router (ODR) transport chain to tune inbound connections. 

C. Monitor the JVM heap usage to determine a new server weight. 

D. Enable the PMI Extended statistic set and use the Connection Pool summary report. 

Correct Answer: D 

 

 

QUESTION 2

A system administrator is required to create a star topology for multi-cell performance management for three
WebSphere Application Server cells. How should the administrator configure the Application Placement Controller
(APC) in a star topology? 

Configure the cell custom property Center Cell to: 

A. false in all three WebSphere Application Server cells. 

B. false in one WebSphere Application Server cell True in the other two WebSphere Application Server cells. 

C. true in all three WebSphere Application Server cells. 

D. true in one WebSphere Application Server cell false in the other two WebSphere Application Server cells. 

Correct Answer: D 

 

QUESTION 3

A system administrator decides to use the advice from the Performance and Diagnostic Advisor to identify the optimum
connection pool settings for data sources. In a cell, the data source db2datasource is defined under node scope and
used 

by two servers from that node. The administrator receives two different sets of advice for db2datasource. 

. One set of advice suggests to increase the maximum connection pool size for db2datasource. . The other suggests
reducing the maximum connection pool size for db2datasource. 
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How should the administrator configure the data sources before reusing the Performance and Diagnostic Advisor? 

A. Create a data source of the same name under cell scope. 

B. Create a data source of the same name under server scope for each server. 

C. Increase the minimum connection pool size for the data source. 

D. Decrease the maximum connection pool size for the data source. 

Correct Answer: B 

 

QUESTION 4

A system administrator needs to view the list of certificates for unmanaged web server located on a remote system. 

How should the administrator do this? 

A. View the plugin-cfg.xml 

B. Look at the SSL configuration in the httpd.conf 

C. Use iKeyman to view the keyring. 

D. Use the administrative console to check the content of the cell default keystore. 

Correct Answer: B 

 

QUESTION 5

A performance test team was testing the capacity of concurrent users of a web application deployed on a multi-
processor server. While testing 250 concurrent users, the administrator discovers connections to the database are
failing. In response, a system administrator increased the connection pool to the maximum limit which the database
allows and increased the prepared statement cache size. The test passed, but the application response time was
slower. How should the system administrator tune the data source properties to improve the application response time? 

A. Change connection pools purge policy. 

B. Decrease connection pool reap time. 

C. Decrease number of free pool partitions. 

D. Decrease the prepared statement cache size. 

Correct Answer: A 
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